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MORI Makes
City Living Easy
Serviced apartments
with style at ARK Towers

I

f you’ve just arrived in Tokyo and are
looking for an apartment or house,
or you’re only going to be in the city
for a limited time, a serviced apartment (SA) can be a perfect solution
for your accommodation needs. And
when it comes to SAs, you can’t beat
MORI LIVING. With four central locations around the city, MORI LIVING’s
SAs offer a winning combination of
convenience, luxury, and privacy.
Recently, Tokyo American Club members Per Knudsen—who chairs the Club’s
Human Resources Committee—and his
wife Anne Bille spent a weekend at a
MORI LIVING ARK Towers SA, and they
loved it. The first thing that stood out
for them was the convenient location: the apartments are right in the
ARK Hills complex, and very close to
the Club, making it easy for members
to keep up with all of the activities at
the Club.
Knudsen and Bille found the Englishspeaking staff at the reception desk
to be extremely helpful. Once they got
to their apartment, they were pleasantly surprised with its clean, modern
layout. After relaxing and making use
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of the apartment’s speedy internet
service, the couple dined at one of
the American-style eateries in the
ARK Hills complex.
The next morning, they dropped in
at a farmer’s market in the ARK Hills
patio. Later in the day, they treated
themselves with a trip to the building’s spa, where they each got some
pampering in the form of a body
massage and a facial. Bille said, “The
experience was luxurious. I thought it
was beautiful.”
They were also impressed by the
other features of the spa and fitness
area, which include a 20-meter swimming pool, Jacuzzi, and gym. “The
dressing rooms and the showers were
very nice. It was very clean, and they
had very good equipment, and anything else we might have needed, like
hair brushes and moisturizing cream,”
Bille said. “The spa is very high end,”
Knudsen added.
The spa cafe was another plus: the
menu featured a wide range of tasty
and healthy dishes, as well as a good
selection of beer, wine, and spirits.
They both agreed that the cafe, which

is staffed by friendly English speakers,
would also make a perfect place for
quick, informal meetings.
After dinner at a sushi restaurant
in ARK Hills, they went back to their
room to relax and watch TV. The next
morning, they ordered a delicious
brunch from room service, which was
prepared at the building’s spa cafe.
They followed their meal with a visit
to an antique market that was held at
the ARK Hills patio and a stroll around
the area. Then they went to a concert
at Suntory Hall, which is only five
minutes away from the apartments.
After the matinee, they had an early
dinner at a Spanish restaurant in the
ARK Hills complex.
Thoroughly pleased with their
weekend, the couple agreed that
MORI LIVING ARK Towers offered the
ideal SA experience.
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